Interactions between hepatocytes and immune cells as well as inflammatory episodes are frequently discussed to play a critical role in the alteration of the individual susceptibility to idiosyncratic druginduced liver injury (iDILI). To evaluate this hypothesis and to face the urgent need for predictive in vitro models, we established two co-culture systems based on two human cell lines in presence or absence of pro-inflammatory factors (LPS, TNF), i. . The liver cell viability was subsequently determined via WST-Assay. An enhanced cytotoxicity (synergy) or a hormetic response compared to the drug effect in the HepG2 monoculture was considered as iDILI positive. TGZ synergized in co-cultures with monocytes without an additional pro-inflammatory stimulus, while DcL and KC showed a hormetic response. All iDILI drugs synergized with TNF in the simple HepG2 monoculture, indicating its relevance as an initiator of iDILI. KC showed a synergy when co-exposed to both, monocytes and LPS, while TVX and DcL showed a synergy under the same conditions with macrophages. All described iDILI responses were not observed with the corresponding non-iDILI partner compounds. Our first results confirm that an inflammatory environment increases the sensitivity of liver cells towards iDILI compounds and point to an involvement of pro-inflammatory factors, especially TNF, in the development of iDILI.
Introduction
Idiosyncratic drug-induced liver injury (iDILI), which accounts for up to 17% of all cases of acute liver failure [1, 2] , remains a serious problem for public health due to the inability to predict those Therefore, it is also understandable that iDILI cannot be predicted from regulatory animal toxicity studies. At present, iDILI can only be identified when a lot more patients are exposed to a certain drug post-marketing. Moreover, idiosyncratic reactions occur sporadically and show a variable onset relative to the start of exposure, this meaning that some patients develop toxicities soon after the start of exposure and some not until after a longer exposure period [10] . Drug concentrations that are able to induce iDILI are in the therapeutic dose range and are generally safe to the majority of the population. In addition, iDILI reactions are reported to be of a more dose-independent nature and unrelated to the pharmacologic action of the drug, but appear to reflect host factors and individual susceptibility [11, 4, 12] . To date it is not clear which factor(s) cause(s) this individual susceptibility and why some individuals develop iDILI and some do not. It seems possible that the susceptibility of a patient is triggered by an erratically occurring event that appears during the running drug therapy. In this case, the low incidence as well as the sporadic occurrence of iDILI would be explained. Whether the susceptibility factors are based on genetic differences or environmental factors is not yet understood, but it is most likely that the underlying mechanisms are multifactorial [8] . Amongst the variety of hypotheses that aim to explain the origin of iDILI, the inflammatory stress hypothesis has become the most studied and most promising approach. Roth et al. [13] suggested, that a mild inflammatory stress might render an individual susceptible to develop hepatotoxicity at an otherwise safe dose of the drug. Because inflammation often occurs in humans, but erratically and to a varying degree throughout the whole lifespan of an individual, it fulfills the requirements for a susceptibility factor that might account for iDILI. Therefore, a promising interplay to be studied in connection with inflammation-associated iDILI is that of liver parenchymal cells (PCs) and non-parenchymal immune cells (NPCs), such as liver resident macrophages (Kupffer cells) and infiltrating monocytes. It is well known that in particular Kupffer cells have a central function in hepatotoxicity by initiating and assembling local and systemic responses to liver injury and, together with recruited monocytes, rule the complex process of inflammation [14, 15] . Xenobiotics can activate Kupffer cells directly or indirectly upon an initial hepatic insult, thereby resulting in the release of a variety of inflammatory mediators such as cytokines (e.g. TNF and interleukins), which can trigger a secondary response that appears to exacerbate the initial hepatocyte damage [14, 11, 16] . Moreover, an existing moderate inflammation due to the activation of Kupffer cells via e.g. bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) appears to sensitize hepatocytes to toxic substances and can lower the threshold for hepatotoxicity [17, 11] . An increasing number of recently developed in vivo and in vitro models for the prediction of (i)DILI incorporate immune cells and/or pro-inflammatory factors such as LPS and TNF, thus attempting to provide evidence for the inflammatory stress hypothesis. Most in vivo studies are based on rodents which are co-exposed to idiosyncratic drugs and LPS to induce a mild inflammatory background during drug exposure [18] [19] [20] 17, 21] . In vitro models are either based on the parenchymal cell itself and a co-exposure to pro-inflammatory factors [22] [23] [24] or a co-culture of hepatocytes and macrophages or monocytes including pro-inflammatory factors in most but not all cases [25] [26] [27] . All these studies confirm the suggestion that inflammation and the involved immune cells play a role in the development of iDILI. Unfortunately, most published studies are limited to one drug or one exposure scenario and are therefore not suitable for the establishment of a general iDILI testing approach that is applicable to structurally and mechanistically diverse iDILI compounds. In vivo animal studies in general lack predictability for hepatotoxicity in humans [28] , mainly due to interspecies variations, and do not allow a reasonably high throughput for the screening of drugs in the preclinical development process. A simple well-controlled in vitro system, which saves time, money and animals, would strongly improve the early screening process for iDILI. In addition, a system that combines parenchymal with non-parenchymal cells and thereby allows intercellular communication is required to reflect multicellular phenomena like drug-induced toxicity and to understand how these interactions contribute to hepatotoxicity. Only a co-culture model can help to determine whether the communication to immune cells is necessary to predict iDILI or if (single) secreted pro-inflammatory factors might suffice to mirror iDILI in single PC cultures in vitro. Importantly, co-cultures represent a closer approximation to the in vivo situation and therefore have a higher relevance than models that are only based on the PC itself [29] .
To this end, we developed an inflammatory in vitro liver coculture model combining the human hepatoma cell line HepG2 with monocytic or macrophage-like THP-1 cells separated by a porous membrane. Monocytes were added to mimic the infiltration of immune cells during liver injury and inflammation and the macrophage-like cells as a surrogate for Kupffer cells. For the validation of this liver model we tested a panel of four drug pairs (Troglitazone -Rosiglitazone; Trovafloxacin -Levofloxacin; Diclofenac -Acetylsalicylic acid and Ketoconazole − Fluconazole), each consisting of a drug that is known to induce iDILI or a noniDILI partner compound from the same substance class that has no potential to induce iDILI as a control [30, 4, 8, 31, 32] . Drugs were tested in mono-or co-culture and in the presence or absence of a pro-inflammatory background (induced by LPS or TNF) for comparison, resulting in nine different exposure scenarios per examined drug. Based on these tests, we aimed to identify whether the addition of immune cells and/or an additional pro-inflammatory environment to liver cell cultures could improve the detection of iDILI drugs and therefore represent a more sensitive liver model for the prediction of iDILI.
Materials and methods

Materials
All drugs except Diclofenac sodium salt were purchased from Sigma (Taufenkirchen, Germany). Diclofenac sodium salt (DcL) was obtained from Cayman Chemical (Ann Arbor, MI, USA). Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) from Escherichia coli 0111:B4 and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) were purchased from Sigma and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) from Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG (Karlsruhe, Germany). DMEM (low glucose), fetal bovine serum (FBS), trypsin/EDTA (0.25%/0.02%) and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were obtained from Biochrom GmbH (Berlin, Germany). Gentamycin (50 mg/mL) and UltraPure TM 0.5 M EDTA solution were bought from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Accutase solution was purchased from PromoCell GmbH (Heidelberg, Germany). Human TNF-␣, premium grade, was obtained from Miltenyi Biotec GmbH (Bergisch Gladbach, Germany 
Selection, classification and pharmacokinetic properties of iDILI drugs
Drugs with the potential to induce the severe idiosyncratic form of DILI were selected by literature research. For the establishment and a first validation of our in vitro model four iDILI drugs, namely Troglitazone (TGZ), Trovafloxacin (TVX), Diclofenac (DcL) and Ketoconazole (KC) were investigated. Non-iDILI partner compounds of the corresponding iDILI drug were used as 'control' drugs for the comparison of a treatment that leads to iDILI with a treatment that lacks the potential to induce the idiosyncratic form of DILI. The selected non-iDILI partner compounds belong to the same substance class as its corresponding iDILI drug and show, whenever possible, a similar chemical structure, to exclude a substance class-specific effect. The four non-iDILI partner compounds were Rosiglitazone (RGZ), Levofloxacin (LVX), Acetylsalicylic acid (ASS) and Fluconazole (FC).
The selected compounds and their non-iDILI partner compounds, some of which induce DILI but not the idiosyncratic form, were classified according to two classification models (Table 1) . Firstly, Chen et al. [34] (Table 1(a) ) developed a classification model that utilizes FDA-approved labels and the severity of the DILI reaction to subdivide drugs into three LTKB classes: most, less or no DILI concern. Secondly, according to Xu et al. [33] (Table 1(b)) a drug was considered as DILI positive if it was either withdrawn, not marketed in the US, received a Black Box Warning (BBW) or Warnings and Precautions (WP) or had a significant number (>10) of clinical reports of serious hepatotoxicity that meet the criteria of Hy's Law [36] , while DILI negative drugs do not meet any of the above-mentioned criteria. According to both classification models, all selected iDILI compounds are classified as DILI positive and are of most DILI concern. Non-iDILI partner compounds were classified as DILI negative, except for FC, which was DILI positive and of most DILI concern.
To make sure that the drugs were tested in vitro in a therapeutically relevant dose range, a concentration of 100-fold the average plasma maximum concentration (C max ) was never exceeded (Table 1 ) and concentrations of up to 100-fold C max were considered as therapeutically relevant, as previously discussed by Xu et al. [33] and applied by Cosgrove et al. [22] in their iDILI study. C max values were obtained from a list compiled by Xu et al. [33] , based on values obtained in humans at commonly recommended therapeutic doses, as well as by literature searches. Non-iDILI partner compounds were dosed in about the same or higher C max -ratio(s) as their corresponding iDILI compound. The human monocytic cell line THP-1 [37] was grown in suspension in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% v/v heatinactivated (h.i.) FBS and 5 g/mL gentamycin. Cells were grown permanently at a concentration of 0.8-1 × 10 6 cells/mL, which was crucial because lower cell densities are known to diminish the responsiveness to PMA [38] . THP-1 cells were sub-cultured three times a week and were used for a maximum of three months. The human hepatoma cell line HepG2 [39] was grown in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 5 g/mL gentamycin. HepG2 cells were sub-cultured twice a week, using 0.05% EDTA in PBS before trypsinization to ensure cell dissociation and homogeneous cell seedings. Cells were used at passages 8-28.
THP-1 differentiation
Differentiation of THP-1 cells into their mature macrophage-like state was induced by exposing THP-1 monocytes to 50 nM PMA in growth medium for 72 h and an additional resting phase in PMAfree growth medium for another 24 h to enhance the differentiation status of the cells [40] . Thereafter up to 99% of the cells became adherent and showed typical macrophage-like morphology. At this stage, cells were used for co-culture experiments or FACS measurements. For additional information on the differentiation protocol and the PMA-concentration selection see Supplementary Methods 1.
Monocultures
For the treatment of monocultures, for the preparation of dose-response curves or for the comparison with the co-cultures, 7.5 × 10 5 HepG2 cells in 1.5 mL cell culture medium were seeded into 12- 1 monocytes were seeded and exposed simultaneously in 0.5 mL in 48-well plates. For the same purpose, 7.5 × 10 4 THP-1 macrophages were exposed in the membrane-insert system in a final volume of 2.0 mL. For each exposure to drugs and/or pro-inflammatory factors in mono-as well as co-cultures, the medium was substituted by a protein-reduced exposure medium (DMEM + 2% h.i. FBS + 5 g/mL gentamycin), resembling a more physiologically relevant test environment, as the albumin concentration in human blood is approximately 2% [41] . Exposure medium contained the indicated concentrations of the drug and/or the pro-inflammatory factor or vehicle.
Co-culture
For co-cultures, HepG2 cells were seeded into the lower compartment of the membrane-insert systems (12-well) at a density of 7.5 × 10 5 one day before the co-culture system was established and the exposure was planned. THP-1 differentiation was started 4d (72 h + 24 h) before. At the day of exposure, adherent THP-1 macrophages (7.5 × 10 4 cells) on the membrane in the Falcon-insert or THP-1 monocytes in suspension (3 × 10 5 cells for co-cultures without additional stimulation of the cells and coexposure to LPS or 5 × 10 5 cells for co-cultures with co-exposure to TNF) were transferred into the Transwell ® Permeable Supports (membrane with a 3 m pore size) and were added to the HepG2 cells ( Fig. 1a and b ). Cells were thereby separated by a porous membrane, which allowed the exchange of e.g. secretion products. In the upper compartment, the insert, 0.5 mL exposure medium and in the lower compartment 1.5 mL exposure medium were present (final volume: 2.0 mL). The ratio of THP-1 macrophages to HepG2 cells was therefore 1:10, which perfectly correlates with the Kupffer cell (liver resident macrophage) content of about 10% in the human liver [42] . THP-1 monocytes represented a greater part (29-40% of all cells in the system) in our model, which reflects the high influx of monocytes into the liver during liver injury and inflammation [43] . The effect of the immune cells themselves on the HepG2 cell viability was evaluated to further characterize our co-culture model systems (see Supplementary Results 1).
Cytotoxicity
To prepare stock solutions, all drugs were dissolved in DMSO except for DcL, which was dissolved in PBS. LPS was reconstituted in non-supplemented DMEM and TNF in aqua dest. Stock concentrations were 30 mg/mL for TGZ and RGZ, 50 and 36 mg/mL for TVX and LVX, 9 and 40 mg/mL for DcL and ASS as well as 20 and 33 mg/mL for KC and FC. The LPS stock concentration was 1 mg/mL and that of TNF 100 ng/mL. Aliquots of the stocks were stored at −20 • C until use. The maximal final DMSO concentration was 0.56% for the preparation of the dose-response curves and 0.056% for the co-culture experiments. Cells were treated with the indicated drug concentrations in single culture or co-culture as previously described. Drug concentrations for the co-culture experiments were selected based on the criteria that they were high enough to induce a moderate drug-only toxicity of about 20% (=EC80, the concentration at which 80% of the cells are still viable) in the HepG2 cells and simultaneously did not lead to a total loss of the viability of the more sensitive THP-1 cells. In addition, a possible masking of effects, when choosing too high concentrations, was also taken into account. The criteria were fulfilled by all drugs except for DcL, which showed no cytotoxicity in HepG2 cells at the used concentration. Non-iDILI partner compounds were dosed at the same concentration that was selected for the corresponding iDILI compounds. For all experiments in which a co-exposure with a pro-inflammatory factor was conducted, non-toxic concentrations of 1 g/mL LPS and 10 ng/mL TNF were used. Cells were treated for the indicated times, but not longer than for 48 h.
As a measure of viability, the metabolic activity of HepG2 cells was examined by using the WST-1 assay according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, inserts with THP-1 monocytes or macrophages as well as the exposure medium were removed and the remaining HepG2 cells on the bottom of the plate were incubated with 10% of the tetrazolium salt in fresh exposure medium for 30 min at 37 • C. The formed water-soluble formazan was measured with the SpectraMax 340 PC (Molecular Devices, CA, US) at 450 nm. Two to three biological replicates from the same 12-well plate were measured with three technical replicates per biological replicate.
Flow cytometry
Flow cytometric measurements were performed using a ten color, three laser Navios TM 10/3 flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter GmbH, Krefeld, Germany). THP-1 monocytes in suspension were collected by centrifugation (800 rpm, 5 min, 4 • C), while PMAdifferentiated adherent THP-1 macrophages were collected by detaching them gently by a 5 min incubation with accutase solution, thereby leaving the cell surface proteins intact. After being washed in ice-cold PBS, 3-6 × 10 5 cells were dissolved in FACS buffer (PBS supplemented with 2 mM Titriplex ® III and 5% h.i. FBS) and centrifuged (400g, 5 min, 4 • C). Cell pellets were resuspended in 100 L Horizon TM Brilliant Stain Buffer with Human BD Fc Block TM in order to minimize non-specific binding of immunoglobulins to Fc receptors and incubated for 10 min at 4 • C. Thereafter, the corresponding amount of antibody was added (20 L for EpCAM-FITC and CD32-PE; 10 L for CD14-APC and CD11b-APC; 5 L for CD45-BV510; volumes per 1 × 10 6 cells) and the cell suspension was incubated for another 20 min at 4 • C. After adding 1 mL of FACS buffer to the stained cell suspension, cells were washed by centrifugation at 400g for 5 min at 4 • C. Subsequently, cells were fixed in FACS buffer containing 10% fixative for 15 min at RT. Thereafter, the pelleted cells (400 g, 5 min, 4 • C) were resuspended in 0.5 mL FACS buffer and 100,000 events were recorded. Additionally single stained compensation controls and isotype controls for each conjugated antibody were measured simultaneously. All data were analyzed using the Kaluza ® Flow Analysis Software (Beckman Coulter GmbH, Krefeld, Germany).
Statistics
All experiments were repeated at least three times and all data were recorded as mean ± SD. Statistical analyses were performed using Prism 4 software version 4.03 (GraphPad Software Inc., CA, USA). The statistical tests used to evaluate the results of each experiment are mentioned in the figure legends. When comparing three or more groups, one-way ANOVA was performed with Tukey's post hoc analysis to compare pairs of group means. In order to compare the mono-with the co-cultures under the different experimental conditions, a two-way ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni post hoc test was performed. When using unpaired two-tailed Student's t test, a parallel performed F-test was used to decide whether the test had to be repeated on the basis of Welch's correlation. This was the case when variances of the groups were tested as being not equal. A p-value of <0.05 was considered significant.
Results
Concentration selection of iDILI drugs for optimal dosage in co-culture experiments
During the development of the present in vitro model system for the prediction of inflammation-associated iDILI, in which we co-exposed human HepG2 cells to known iDILI drugs or their corresponding non-iDILI partner compound and immune cells and/or pro-inflammatory factors, it became clear that the concentration selection of the iDILI drug was crucial to obtain clear synergistic or hormetic effects. It was assumed that at least HepG2 cells had to exhibit a modest drug-only cytotoxicity of about 20% (EC80) to obtain clear-cut effects (data not shown). This preceding damage seemed to be necessary to elicit a decrease of the threshold for hepatotoxicity. The dose-response relationship of the four iDILI drugs was recorded in HepG2 cells and THP-1 monocytes and depicted in an overlay for better comparison (Fig. 2) . It was further assumed that THP-1 macrophages are as sensitive or even more sensitive as THP-1 monocytes to iDILI drugs, so that no additional dose-response curves were obtained for this cell type, and this assumption was taken into account for the concentration selection.
Single cell types were treated with increasing concentrations of the respective iDILI drug for 24 h and cytotoxicity was measured by using the WST-1 assay (Fig. 2) . The evaluation of the EC50 values revealed clear discrepancies of cytotoxicity profiles between both cell types for all iDILI drugs, except for TGZ. Generally, THP-1 cells respond more sensitively to the drugs than HepG2 cells. Consequently, for the concentration selection compromises had to be made, in most cases to the detriment of the viability of the THP-1 cells (compare Table 2 ). The concentration selection for DcL and KC especially appeared to be more difficult. For both drugs, the EC80 values in HepG2 cells, which are crucial as previously mentioned, were far apart from the THP-1 EC80 values. Therefore, the highest possible concentrations that induced a cytotoxic effect in HepG2 cells and did not decrease the THP-1 viability by more than 70-80% 
∼20% ∼80% Fig. 3 . Cell surface marker expression in THP-1 monocytes and macrophages. Expression levels of the marker proteins were examined by flow cytometry and are depicted as xmeans, the averaged and weighted logarithm of the fluorescence intensity. All data (n = 3) are presented as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way ANOVA and the Tukey post hoc test. * indicates the significance in comparison to monocytes. p < 0.05*; p < 0.01**; p < 0.001***.
after 24 h exposure had to be chosen. Only then one can assume that THP-1 cells remained functional during exposure. The metabolic activity of HepG2 cells was not affected by the selected DcL concentration. However, HepG2 cells showed morphological changes ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ), which indicated that liver cells were damaged to a certain extent. The selected concentrations (TGZ, 32 M; TVX, 25 M; DcL, 125 M; KC, 20 M), all of which led to a modest cytotoxicity in the HepG2 cells, were used in all subsequent experiments. Non-iDILI partner compounds were used at the same concentrations at which their corresponding iDILI drug was tested.
The tested concentrations did not show any cytotoxicity in both cell lines except for RGZ in THP-1 monocytes, which caused a minor viability loss of 10% ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
Verification of the immune cell functionality and concentration selection of pro-inflammatory factors for the optimal cell stimulation
To verify the differentiation status of the cells and to check whether THP-1 macrophages, which differentiated on the insert membranes, showed the same quality as cells differentiated in normal cell culture flasks, the expression of differential cell surface markers in THP-1 macrophages and monocytes was analyzed by flow cytometry (Fig. 3) . Besides typical monocytic and macrophage markers, we also tested the cells regarding the expression of the epithelial surface marker EpCAM to make sure that the used immortalized THP-1 cell line had not transformed. EpCAM expression was not detected in THP-1 monocytes and macrophages. CD45, a surface marker present in almost all haematolymphoid cells including monocytes and macrophages, was detected in both cell types. PMAdifferentiated THP-1 cells showed a significant higher expression of CD45 than THP-1 monocytes. Moreover, a significant up-regulation of the macrophage-markers CD14 and CD11b was observed in THP-1 macrophages, while the monocyte-marker CD32 was downregulated. No significant differences between THP-1 macrophages differentiated and cultured on the membranes and in the cell culture flasks were observed.
The concentrations of LPS and TNF used for the co-exposure experiments in mono-or co-cultures were derived from initial dose titration studies performed in single cultures of the three cell types. Concentrations of 1 g/mL and 10 ng/mL were chosen in the case of LPS and TNF, respectively. The concentrations induced a stable proinflammatory state in the cells, were located in the linear increasing segment of the stimulation curves, so that a further stimulation via a drug or DAMPs will not be masked, and reflect the levels humans are exposed to during inflammation [44, 45] . For more detail see Supplementary Results 2.
3.3. All iDILI drugs, but not their non-iDILI partner compounds, show immune cell-and/or pro-inflammatory factor-dependent synergistic or hormetic effects, each of them in at least two exposure scenarios
To determine whether the exclusive addition of immune cells or an additionally induced acute inflammatory stress might render livers cells more sensitive to iDILI drugs, we exposed (i) HepG2 single cultures, (ii) co-cultures of HepG2 cells with THP-1 monocytes and (iii) co-cultures of HepG2 cells with THP-1 macrophages to a total of four iDILI/non-iDILI partner compounds and co-exposed them with or without a pro-inflammatory factor (LPS, TNF). Hence, each drug was examined on the basis of nine different exposure scenarios. After the respective exposure period, the viability of the HepG2 cells was assessed. The monoculture of HepG2 cells was always tested in parallel as a control scenario and to examine whether the proinflammatory factor alone could induce synergistic effects. In case that the iDILI drug showed no synergetic or hormetic effect in one of exposure scenarios, the corresponding non-iDILI drug was not tested in this particular exposure scenario because a comparison was not needed. All results are listed as an overview in Table 3 .
To determine whether the presence of immune cells alone is sufficient to sensitize liver cells to known iDILI drugs, HepG2 cells were co-cultured with 3-5 × 10 5 THP-1 monocytes and treated with the iDILI/non-iDILI drugs for 24 h or 48 h (Fig. 4) . The exposure of the cocultures to TGZ led to a significant decrease in HepG2 viability when compared to the moderate toxic effect of TGZ in HepG2 monocultures after 24 h. Importantly, this synergistic effect was enhanced at higher THP-1 cell numbers, but was not further increased after a 48 h exposure. RGZ at the same concentration did not cause any significant cell death after 24 h and only negligible effects in the co-culture with 5 × 10 5 THP-1 monocytes (Fig. 4A) . A significant increase in metabolic activity, the so-called hormesis Mattson et al., 2008 , was observed in co-cultures treated with DcL and KC if compared to the treated HepG2 monocultures. This effect was also enhanced by higher numbers of immune cells. Furthermore, the increased cytotoxicity of both drugs seen in the HepG2 monocultures after a prolonged exposure of 48 h, was even compensated by the immune cells in the co-culture, reaching activity levels that were seen in HepG2 single cultures after only 24 h exposure. In both cases, THP-1 monocytes seemed to act protective against drug-only toxicities. The non-iDILI partner compounds ASS and FC at the same concentrations did not induce comparable effects and showed via- Table 3 Mono-and co-culture experiments of HepG2 cells with human (a) monocytic or (b) macrophage-like (THP-1) cells. Cells were exposed to known iDILI substances and their corresponding non-iDILI partner compound. Results are based on the assessment of the viability of the HepG2 cells after 24 h or 48 h exposure to 32 M TGZ/RGZ, 25 M TVX/LVX, 125 M DcL/ASS or 20 M KC/FC with or without a co-exposure to a pro-inflammatory stimulus (LPS, 1 g/mL, or TNF, 10 ng/mL) compared to the vehicle control. Green check marks ( √ ) indicate synergistic effects (increased cytotoxicity) between the drug and the co-cultured cells and/or the pro-inflammatory factor; Violet arrows ( ) indicate an increased metabolic activity of the HepG2 cells; Black crosses (X) indicate no effect and (./.) indicates not performed experiments. Each experiment was performed at least three times. Evaluation of the significance of the effects was performed using a two-way ANOVA and the Bonferroni post hoc test or a one-way ANOVA and the Tukey post hoc test (see single graphs per experiment for significance levels). Mono = Monoculture of HepG2; Co = Co-culture of HepG2 with the indicated THP-1 cell type. bilities at the control levels (Fig. 4C&D) . The iDILI drug TVX did not show any clear synergistic or hormetic effects, except for a slight but significant increase in metabolic activity after 48 h exposure. LVX, as in the case of all other non-iDILI partner compounds, did not induce considerable effects (Fig. 4B) . The co-exposure of each iDILI drug with the pro-inflammatory factor TNF for 24 h resulted in a significant synergistic effect by inducing enhanced cellular death in the HepG2 monoculture (Fig. 5A1-D1) , while the corresponding non-iDILI partner compounds showed no effect (Fig. 5A2-D2 ). These synergistic effects were not intensified by the addition of THP-1 monocytes. In contrast, the enhanced toxicity of DcL and KC was compensated in the co-culture system. TNF exposure in the co-culture system alone had a slight but significant detrimental effect on HepG2 cells, thereby inducing a moderate preceding damage. Synergies observed in the case of TVX and DcL were stronger than in the case of TGZ and KC.
The co-exposure with LPS identified two out of four iDILI drugs (TVX and KC) that induced a significantly enhanced cell death in HepG2 cells after 48 h treatment (Fig. 6B1&D1) . While TVX showed a synergy in the HepG2 monoculture, which was not intensified by immune cells, KC showed a synergy only in the presence of both, the immune cells and the pro-inflammatory factor. The corresponding non-iDILI partner compounds LVX and FC did not show any relevant effects. In the co-culture system LPS alone only affected HepG2 cell viability to a minor extent without reaching significance.
To determine whether the use of the more mature THP-1 macrophages could be advantageous in the prediction of inflammation-associated iDILI, we examined the effect of a coexposure of the iDILI drugs with LPS when co-culturing HepG2 cells with 7.5 × 10 4 THP-1 macrophages (Fig. 7) . In this setting, the cell number of THP-1 macrophages was about one quarter the cell number used for the co-cultures with THP-1 monocytes, but resembles the optimal macrophage to hepatocyte ratio. Despite the small cell numbers, all tested iDILI drugs showed the same immune cell-dependent effects that were seen in the co-culture experiments with the THP-1 monocytes (synergy for TGZ, hormesis for DcL and KC). Most importantly, two iDILI drugs, namely TVX and DcL, showed synergistic effects in the presence of the THP-1 macrophages as well as the pro-inflammatory factor LPS. No synergies were observed when one of the conditions was missing (Fig. 7B&C) . These two synergies were not observed in the exposure scenarios with the THP-1 monocytes.
Each iDILI drug synergizes with TNF in HepG2 monocultures
Our experiments show that all tested iDILI drugs synergized with TNF in HepG2 monocultures. To verify these TNF-dependent synergistic effects, we co-exposed HepG2 cells with increasing concentrations of the corresponding iDILI drug, including concentrations that were lower or higher than the single concentrations used for the co-culture experiments, and TNF. The statistical analyses revealed significant differences between the two treatment groups (with and without TNF) for all iDILI drugs tested (Fig. 8) . Furthermore it was shown, that DcL at a concentration as low as 50 M, was not able to induce a synergistic effect when co-exposed with TNF. While the extent of the synergetic effect was relatively consistent with increasing concentrations for three out of the four tested iDILI drugs, the co-exposure of TVX with TNF produced synergies that were dose-dependently increased (Fig. 8B) . The synergistic effects of TVX and DcL were again shown to be stronger than those of TGZ and KC. This observation also correlated with alterations in the morphology of the HepG2 cell cultures that were exposed to both, TVX or DcL and TNF, indicating pronounced hepatocellular injury (Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
Discussion
Due to its low predictability idiosyncratic drug-induced liver injury (iDILI) represents not only a major issue for the pharmaceutical industry but also for the broad population, which is exposed to drugs with severe side effects. Unfortunately, up to now, no valid liver models that are able to predict those rare side effects in the preclinical screening procedure are available. Based on a study by Edling et al. [25] reporting that co-cultures of human hepatoma cells and monocytes might be a better system to predict the cytotoxicity mediated by potential hepatotoxins and recent studies indicating that inflammatory episodes, immune cells and of these secreted factors are involved in the development of iDILI (e.g., [11, 46, 22] , we established and evaluated an immune competent human in vitro hepatocyte-NPC co-culture model system between human HepG2 and monocytic or macrophage-like THP-1 cells for the prediction of inflammation-associated iDILI.
Our co-culture model was established on the basis of the human HepG2 cell line and offers the advantage that it does not rely on the use of human primary hepatocytes, which although being the 'gold standard' for the prediction of hepatotoxicity, are only available to a limited extent and show strong donor-to-donor variations. Although HepG2 cells are known to exhibit only little metabolic competence and hence an immune response to protein adducts with reactive drug metabolites cannot be depicted in this co-culture model, we were mainly interested in the effects of the parent compound on the different cell types itself. In this regard we aimed to investigate whether the parent compound can induce an immune cell-mediated response that is damaging to the liver cells or can act on the liver cells during an existing inflammation in such way, that the liver cells are rendered sensitive to e.g. cytotoxic cytokines released from the immune cells as then shown by a loss of viability of the liver cells. Other working groups showed that all used iDILI drugs in this study are able to influence intracellular signaling pathways (e.g. JNK-and Nf-B-activation) in HepG2 cells [47, 48, 24, 23] , which might influence the response of liver cells to inflammatory secretion products. In addition, Gerets et al. [49] found out that a high metabolic capacity in liver cell lines does not necessarily correlate with a high sensitivity for the detection of hepatotoxic drugs. Moreover, human primary hepatocytes can only be obtained by a complicated procedure including an enzymatic digestion, which can alter the cellular phenotype [50] . This is also the case for primary liver macrophages (Kupffer cells), which, due to the tissue disintegration, can release damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), which may induce a DAMP-induced activation of the isolated cells [51] . Although we wanted to achieve a pro-inflammatory environment in our co-culture model, it is crucial that the immune cells are not in a pronounced inflammatory status, which may mask the effect of a weak stimulus from e.g. a drug. Our differentiation protocol for THP-1 cells on membrane-inserts resulted in macrophages with an only moderate basal inflammatory state, but showed a strong inflammatory response to the endotoxin LPS, a pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP), and to the proinflammatory cytokine TNF, a DAMP. The differentiated state of the THP-1 macrophages was confirmed by their distinct surface marker expression and we were able to show, that in spite of the different culture conditions of macrophages in a cell culture flask and on membranes, there are no significant differences regarding the differentiation status between macrophages differentiated and cultured in a cell culture flask and those differentiated and cultured on the used membrane-inserts. Therefore, PMA-differentiated THP-1 macrophages prepared according to our differentiation protocol can be used in co-culture without any limitations. Furthermore, PMA-differentiated THP-1 cells were found to show significant expression of Toll-like receptors and nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptors for the recognition of both 5 . Identification of immune cell and/or TNF-dependent synergistic effects of iDILI drugs on HepG2 cell viability. Mono-and co-cultures of HepG2 cells with THP-1 monocytes were exposed to (A1-2) 32 M TGZ/RGZ, (B1-2) 25 M TVX/LVX, (C1-2) 125 M DcL/ASS or (D1-2) 20 M KC/FC with or without co-exposure to 10 ng/mL TNF or the corresponding vehicle control for 24 h. Thereafter, the metabolic activity of the HepG2 cells was assessed by performing the WST-1. All data (n = 3-4) are presented as% of the vehicle control activity and mean ± SD. The statistical analysis was performed by using a two-way ANOVA and the Bonferroni post hoc test or one-way ANOVA and the Tukey post hoc test. * indicates the level of significance when compared to the HepG2 monoculture at the corresponding exposure scenario when not stated otherwise. p < 0.05*; p < 0.01**; p < 0.001***.
PAMPs (e.g. LPS and exogenous stimuli) and DAMPs (e.g. HMGB1, TNF) [52, 53] . The products (e.g., TNF) secreted by PAMP-or DAMPactivated macrophages are reported to contribute to hepatotoxicity by acting directly on the hepatocyte to cause cell death or indirectly by activating or recruiting other cells, such as monocytes and neutrophils [14] . Moreover, monocytes also play an important role in hepatotoxicity by linking the systemic and local hepatic compartments during liver injury and mostly generate a more Fig. 6 . Identification of immune cell and/or LPS-dependent synergistic effects of iDILI drugs on HepG2 cell viability. Mono-and co-cultures of HepG2 cells with THP-1 monocytes were exposed to (A1) 32 M TGZ, (B1-2) 25 M TVX/LVX, (C1) 125 M DcL or (D1-2) 20 M KC/FC with or without co-exposure to 1 g/mL LPS or the corresponding vehicle control for 48 h. Thereafter, the metabolic activity of the HepG2 cells was assessed by performing the WST-1 assay. All data (n = 3-4) are presented as% of the vehicle control activity and mean ± SD. The statistical analysis was performed by using a two-way ANOVA and the Bonferroni post hoc test or one-way ANOVA and the Tukey post hoc test. * indicates the level of significance when compared to the HepG2 monoculture at the corresponding exposure scenario when not stated otherwise. p < 0.05*; p < 0.01**; p < 0.001***.
intense inflammatory response to danger signals (e.g., DAMPs) than macrophages do [54, 55] . All these responses are considered to possibly contribute to iDILI and cannot be reproduced in systems that only focus on the liver cell itself or incorporate incompetent immune cells.
In general, all tested drug concentrations (TGZ, 32 M; TVX, 25 M; DcL, 125 M; KC, 20 M) reflect clinically relevant expo- sure levels, while not exceeding 100-fold the C max . In the present study, we observed effects at lower exposure concentrations than in a number of previous iDILI reports, thereby indicating that our liver co-culture models seem to be more sensitive to (i)DILI. Exposure concentrations used by other working groups were in the range of 50-500 M for TGZ [25, [56] [57] [58] , 100-800 M for TVX [59, 22, 26] , 250-450 M for DcL [60, 61, 23, 20] and >20-75 M for KC [62, 23] .
Generally, there are two assumptions related to the inflammatory stress hypothesis: (1) A drug-only hepatotoxicity could be enhanced by a secondary response of immune cells (resulting in inflammation) or (2) a drug could increase an otherwise harmless (already existing) inflammatory stress that hereupon results in liver damage [46, 17] . The first trigger requires the release of DAMPs by the hepatocytes, which in turn affect the immune cell behavior. To better understand the development of iDILI, it is helpful to have an experimental model that depicts both mechanisms. In contrast to studies that only focus on the liver cell itself, we compared both, the effect on the single liver cell culture and the effect on the coculture. Thereby, it was possible to distinguish between the two above-mentioned triggers.
The first trigger, a (moderate) drug-only hepatotoxicity, was studied by exposing co-cultures of HepG2 cells and different numbers of THP-1 monocytes to the iDILI drugs and by comparing the effects to those of HepG2 monocultures. No further proinflammatory stimulus was set. Thereby, it was tested whether the drug alone is able to induce stress signals that can initiate a secondary (inflammatory) response, which in turn lowers the threshold for hepatotoxicity and thus leads to a synergistic effect resulting in cell death. We defined an effect as synergistic if the drug-only toxicity in the HepG2 monoculture was increased by different circumstances, such as the addition of immune cells. Only TGZ showed a synergy by the sole addition of monocytes, as previously described by Edling et al. [25] in a similar cell culture model. However, we are the first to show that the increased HepG2 cell death can be enhanced by the addition of higher monocyte numbers and is thus clearly immune cell-dependent. Therefore, TGZ must be able to induce a cytotoxic response by THP-1 monocytes, generated by a direct interaction or a secondary signal triggered by the drug-induced liver cell injury and the release of intercellular DAMPs. Which DAMPs these might be, remains to be elucidated. Several DAMPs, which can activate immune cells and induce a 'sterile' inflammation (inflammation in the absence of an infection) [63] , have been suggested to play a role in the development of liver injury (HSPs, HMGB1, TNF) [64] [65] [66] . Kegel et al. [67] confirmed that components released from hepatocytes due to the treatment with subtoxic concentrations of hepatotoxic substances can activate the macrophage/monocytes system. We failed to identify the cytokine pattern in the co-culture exposed to TGZ, although a highly sensitive immunoassay (MSD ® Multi-Spot Assay System; V-Plex TM ) was used (data not shown), so that we cannot determine if the triggered immune-mediated cytotoxic response of TGZ is of an inflammatory nature, as assumed. However, gene expression studies by Edling et al. [25] also indicate the involvement of inflammation in the initiation of the synergistic effect. Furthermore, our results suggest that the higher the number of activated immune cells during liver injury is, the more severe the outcome becomes. Importantly, the non-iDILI partner compound of TGZ, RGZ, did not show any adverse effects, i.e., our model is able to distinguish between an iDILI and a non-iDILI drug. In addition, we demonstrate, that iDILI drugs not only induce synergistic effects but also increase the metabolic activity of HepG2 cells. Such increases might result from a so-called hormesis effect, meaning that the liver cells are in an activated state trying to compensate damaging processes [68, 69] . When compensation fails, cell homeostasis collapses and leads to cell death. A hormesis is often seen in doseresponse curves at concentrations close to the break-down of cell health. Such hormetic effects, which were enhanced by increasing the monocyte cell numbers, were shown in the case of DcL and KC. In these cases, HepG2 cells are more stressed by the iDILI drug in co-culture than in HepG2 monoculture. Unexpectedly, the increased drug-only toxicity of DcL and KC was compensated in the co-culture with THP-1 monocytes after a prolonged exposure of 48 h, thereby indicating a protective effect mediated by the immune cells. However, this observation is in line with the finding that Kupffer cells, besides their central contribution to liver injury, can also be protective in many cases, including drug-induced liver injury [14, 53] . For example, Ju et al. [70] described a protective role of Kupffer cells in acetaminophen-induced hepatotoxicity. ASS and FC, as non-iDILI partner compounds of DcL and KC, did not show a hormetic effect, again supporting the high predictability of our model. TVX was the only drug in which case the sole addition of immune cells was not sufficient to induce a synergistic or hormetic effect after 24 h. Therefore, only TVX is not able to produce a stress signal that was sufficient to initiate a secondary response that in turn damaged or stressed the liver cells. In total, we show that three out of four reference iDILI drugs were detected without an additional pro-inflammatory stimulus, on the basis of the first trigger. The above-mentioned effects were reproducible in co-cultures with macrophages. The second trigger, a concurrent inflammatory stress, was investigated by co-exposing co-cultures of HepG2 and THP-1 monocytes to the iDILI drugs and non-toxic doses of the pro-inflammatory stimuli TNF or LPS and comparing the effects to those obtained in HepG2 monocultures. In summary, all reference iDILI drugs showed a significant synergistic effect when co-exposing them to TNF in the HepG2 monoculture for 24 h, while their corresponding noniDILI partner compounds did not induce any significant damage under these conditions. This finding is in line with the results of a few research groups, which mostly focus on only one iDILI drug and often do not compare the results to a non-iDILI partner compound. Synergies with TNF in vitro or in vivo were shown for TVX [24, 21] , DcL [23, 20] and KC [23] . We are the first to show a synergy in the case of TGZ and TNF as well. Importantly, TVX, which did not show a synergy when HepG2 cells and THP-1 monocytes were co-cultured, as well as DcL and KC, which showed a hormesis rather than a synergy, needed a concurrent inflammatory stress in the form of the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF to elicit a synergistic effect. Thereby, we demonstrate that TNF seems to be an important initiator of and contributor to inflammation-associated iDILI and that the simple co-exposure of a drug candidate with TNF might be sufficient to predict iDILI with a great probability in the early preclinical screenings. The verification of the TNF-dependent synergistic effects of all four iDILI drugs on HepG2 viability by not only exposing HepG2 monocultures to a single concentration, but to increasing concentrations of the respective drug, confirmed the relevance of TNF to predict inflammation-associated iDILI. There were significant differences between the two treatment groups (with and without TNF) for each substance. In addition, recent studies suggest that also iDILI reactions are dose-dependent, because drugs at doses lower than 50 mg per day are very rarely associated with iDILI [71] and a plasma c max,total > 1 M showed a good correlation with an increased likelihood of (i)DILI [72] . Our data support this hypothesis by showing that the onset of a synergy by DcL, in which case doses >50 M were necessary to elicit enhanced toxicities, is dose-dependent. It is likely that in the case of the other three iDILI drugs lower concentrations than those we looked at would also not be able to induce a synergy. The synergistic effect of all four drugs was not intensified in the co-culture system with THP-1 monocytes. It is possible that the TNF-stimulated monocytes were not able to secrete significantly more TNF that would add to the already existing TNF-concentration (10 ng/mL), and thereby could not further contribute to the synergistic effect. Generally, one might suppose that it is logical that the non-iDILI drugs show no effects when co-exposed to TNF or immune cells, because they were tested at concentrations that were non-toxic for the HepG2 cells. This assumption, however, can be refuted by the example of DcL, which was also tested at a non-toxic dose and showed clear synergistic effects.
Synergies when co-exposed to LPS were found in the case of two of the tested iDILI drugs (TVX and KC) after a pro-longed exposure of 48 h, while their corresponding non-iDILI partner compounds from the same substance class (LVX and FC) did not show any effects. In the case of TVX, the stimulus LPS was able to generate an environment that induces a synergy in the basic HepG2 monoculture. An explanation for this observation might be the induction of TNF via the LPS-stimulation of the HepG2 cells, which express the required receptor TLR4 [73] , albeit only to a limited extent. Potentially, the secreted TNF can induce a synergy in the same way as it does in the co-exposure scenario. However, this enhanced toxicity was not further augmented by the monocytes in the co-culture system. In contrast to TVX, the synergy in the case of KC was only observed in the presence of both, the pro-inflammatory factor LPS and the monocytes. In this case, not only the pro-inflammatory stimulus was sufficient to induce a synergy but the LPS-activated monocytes seem to set up the required environment that enables the detection of the iDILI drug via a synergy. Under the same conditions and only under these (both, co-culture with immune cells and co-exposure to the pro-inflammatory stimulus LPS), a synergistic effect was observed in co-cultures with macrophages after only a 24 h exposure to TVX or DcL. Hence, also in these two cases, the immune cells are necessary to enhance the inflammatory stress on the liver cells and to provide a pro-inflammatory environment that leads to the development of an iDILI reaction. In the scientific literature, synergies with LPS in vitro or in vivo were reported for TVX (e.g., [18, 26] ), DcL [20] and KC [60] . However, this was only possible in much more complex models, such as animal, primary co-culture or ex vivo models. We demonstrate that these findings are reproducible in a much more simple and feasible model. Interestingly, most research groups that reported a synergistic effect with LPS in their corresponding model, showed that the synergistic effect was always accompanied by an elevated TNF level [18, 60, 20, 26] . Taken together, these results point out to the pro-inflammatory factor TNF as an initiator for inflammation-associated iDILI.
Healthy hepatocytes as well as HepG2 cells are normally resistant to TNF-induced toxicity [74] , so that one can assume that the hepatotoxicants sensitize hepatocytes to TNF-mediated cell death by disturbing intracellular biochemical processes and inducing various stress signaling or toxicity pathways. It is likely that the induction of perturbing signaling pathways, albeit to a small extent, might lead to an interaction and a crosstalk with the TNF signaling pathway, thereby resulting in a severe outcome like cell death. To date it is unclear, which and how drug-induced toxicity pathways crosstalk and affect the TNF signaling cascade, rendering it toxic to hepatocytes in (i)DILI. Fredriksson et al. [23] carried out pioneering work in this research field by showing, that drug-induced PERK/ATF4/CHOP-dependent ER stress/UPR program and oxidative stress independently sensitize hepatocytes to TNF-mediated hepatotoxicity by enhancing the activation of the apoptotic signaling downstream of the TNF-R1 receptor. Thus, the elucidation of the "toxic" crosstalk between cytokine-and drug-induced stressrelated signaling pathways is a promising approach that would enhance our understanding of this type of iDILI.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we developed a promising in vitro test system, based on the use of simple and convenient mono-and co-culture models of immortalized liver and immune cell lines for the detection of drugs that have the potential to induce inflammation-associated iDILI. With our different exposure scenarios, which mimic distinct in vivo conditions like a drug exposure in an inflammatory environment during infection or a 'sterile' inflammation, it was possible to detect the selected reference iDILI drugs in a minimum of two exposure scenarios. Furthermore, our results support the inflammatory stress hypothesis and point to an involvement of pro-inflammatory factors, especially the proinflammatory cytokine TNF, in the development of iDILI.
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